Capital HHH Run 2021 –PPs– Politicians Pontification
The Circle always seems to be waiting for Box to appear
This time no waiting for Box and off we went with the run report:
Cock and Burn – Ran the whole run (so he says) although tempted to shortcut he was interested
where the funny markings were going to take him, he was giving it a 10; however, points off for
slipping on leaves and crab apples, shit distance brought the score down to an amazing 2
The walk report by Dickhead seemed to go on for hours, in fact so long that Box magically appeared
wondering why we didn’t wait to start the circle. I digress the walk meandered around Parliament
House and ran into polly advisors going in the opposite direction, hang on that’s all politicians in
relation to Australia*. I digress again, where were we, oh yes, we walked on special meandering bike
paths (falling asleep here) oh woke up missed the end of the report but a score of .01
Returnees
Welcome back Flu Moooooo, Jules and Long something and Kegs as well as all the poor suckers that
have been away more than a week.
Charges
Can you believe I’m still getting rewarded for being the most fantastic GM ever? Neither can I it was
actually for GM abuse
Scarlett- continues to take heat on behalf of the ACT Government among other things, well done
Turkey Slap- for going past the concrete animals and loving the sheep
Pop Tart- something about hanky panky with a dog near the toilets – I’m not touching that one
Sue Ellen- for not knowing what splurry is (doesn’t he run for Belco hash?)
Greasy- How silent the horn was at the end but blew loudly in GMs ear at the start
Both PP’s- for giving direction and for setting a Gerbils trail, straight and fast
Box- lost property
Gerbils- trail whisperer…..literally, silent on-ons
Countherfeet, Gobbles, Pop Tart, late charges
Awards
Big Prick – DuckHead FRB – Centrefold (really??) PPP-PP
Teletubbie – Box Little Prick-Gobbles
Jokes
Turkey Slap, C&B (is a Joke) and Centrefold
Anniversary/Birthday
Centrefold- 500 runs (or around an average of $5,000)
Gerbils- 650 big ones
Next Week’s Run – Greasy, Beagle Park, Red Hill
On On Centrefold

*(this is a paid announcement for the politician with the biggest vision for himself and is in it to make a much money as he can, no not
Trump stupid, its Clive Palmer or could be Hash Cash)

